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Violation of multiparticle Bell inequalities for low- and high-flux parametric amplification using
both vacuum and entangled input states
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We show how polarization measurements on the output fields generated by parametric down conversion will
reveal a violation of multiparticle Bell inequalities, in the regime of both low- and high-output intensity. In this
case, each spatially separated system, upon which a measurement is performed, is comprised of more than one
particle. In view of the formal analogy with spin systems, the proposal provides an opportunity to test the
predictions of quantum mechanics for spatially separated higher spin states. Here the quantum behavior pos-
sible even where measurements are performed on systems of large quantum~particle! number may be dem-
onstrated. Our proposal applies to both vacuum-state signal and idler inputs, and also to the quantum-injected
parametric amplifier as studied by De Martiniet al. The effect of detector inefficiencies is included, and
weaker Bell-Clauser-Horne inequalities are derived to enable realistic tests of local hidden variables with
auxiliary assumptions for the multiparticle situation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is increasing evidence for the failure of ‘‘local r
alism’’ as defined originally by Einstein, Podolsky, an
Rosen@1#, Bohm @2# and Bell, Clauser and Shimony, an
Greenberger@3–5#. For certain correlated quantum system
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen~EPR! argued in their famous
1935 EPR paradox that ‘‘local realism’’ is sufficient to imp
that the results of measurements are predetermined. T
predetermined ‘‘hidden variables’’ exist to describe the va
of a physical variable, whether or not the measuremen
performed, and as such are not part of a quantum descrip
Bell later showed that the predictions of quantum mechan
for certain ideal quantum states could not be compatible w
such local hidden variable theories. It is now widely a
cepted therefore, as a result of Bell’s theorem and rela
experiments@6#, that local realism must be rejected.

Recently three-photon states demonstrating a contra
tion of quantum mechanics with local hidden variables ha
been generated@9#. A multiparticle entanglement involving
four trapped ions has also been recently realized by Sac
et al. @7#, and for atoms and photons in cavities by Rau
chenbeutelet al. @8#. These experiments involve measur
ments performed on separated subsystems that are m
scopic. Recently, the EPR paradox, itself a demonstratio
entanglement, has been realized where each measurem
performed on a macroscopic system. Such experiments w
performed initially by Ouet al. @10# using intracavity para-
metric oscillation below threshold, and have now be
achieved for intense fields using parametric oscillation ab
threshold by Zhanget al. @11#, and for pulsed fields by Sil-
berhornet al. @12#. There have been further theoretical pr
posals to demonstrate the macroscopic nature of EPR c
lations @13,14#. However experimental efforts using clear
spatially separated systems, testing local realism dire
through a violation of a Bell-type inequality,~or through the
1050-2947/2002/66~3!/033801~10!/$20.00 66 0338
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Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger effect@5#!, have so far prima-
rily been confined to the most microscopic of systems, wh
each measurement is made on a system comprising only
particle. There has been very recent interest by Weinfu
and Zukowski@15# in devising and, by Lamas-Linareset al.
@16#, in realizing, strategies to test local realism for multipa
ticle situations.

A predicted incompatibility of quantum mechanics wi
local hidden variable theories for systems of potentially m
than one particle per detector came with the work of Merm
@17#, Garg and Mermin@17#, and Mermin and Schwarz@18#
who showed violations of Bell inequalities to be possible
a pair of spatially separated higher-spinj particles, wherej
can be arbitrarily large. The violation of a Bell inequality fo
multiphoton macroscopic systems was put forward by Dru
mond @19#. Such manifestations of irrefutably quantum b
havior are contradictory to the notion that classical behav
is obtained in the limit where the quantum numbers, or p
ticle numbers, become large. The work of Peres@20# has
shown how the transition to classical behavior~local realism!
is obtained through measurements that become increas
fuzzy. To observe the failure of local realism it is genera
necessary to perform measurements sufficiently accurat
as to resolve the 2j 11 eigenvalues. The contradiction o
quantum mechanics with local realism for multiparticle
higher-spin systems has since been explored theoretical
a number of works@21–24#.

In this paper we present a proposal to test for multipho
violations of local realism, by way of a violation of a Be
inequality, using parametric down conversion. Our propo
involves a four-mode parametric interaction, considered
tially by Reid and Walls@25# and Horneet al. @25#, as may
be generated for example using two parametric amplifiers
using two competing parametric processes. Such param
interactions were used to demonstrate experimentally vi
tions of a Bell-type inequality~for the single photon case! by
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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Rarity and Tapster@25#, and there has been further expe
mental work@25,6#. While initially we consider vacuum in-
puts with two parametric amplifiers, our proposal is also f
mulated for the specific configuration of the quantu
injected parametric amplifier@26#. Here ‘‘multiparticle Bell
inequalities’’ refer to Bell-inequality tests applying to situ
tions where each measurement is performed on a syste
more than one particle. In our proposal the measureme
of the number of particles polarized ‘‘up’’ minus the numb
of particles polarized ‘‘down.’’ Because of the formal ana
ogy to a pair of spinj particles, our proposal allows a test
the predictions of quantum mechanics for the higher-s
states.

We will focus on two regimes of experimental operatio
The first corresponds to relatively low interaction strength
that the mean signal/idler output is small and we have
incident photon numbers on polarizers which serve as
measurement apparatus. Here it is shown how certain m
sured probabilities of detection of preciselyn photons trans-
mitted through the polarizer can violate local realism, a
represent a test of the established higher-spin results. P
ous calculations@24# of this type were primarily confined to
situations of extremely low-detection efficiency. Here the
sults are presented for higher efficiencies more compat
with current experimental proposals. The effect of detect
efficiencies is calculated and~to also provide an experimen
tal avenue where detection efficiencies are not sufficien
allow a test of the original stronger no ‘‘loophole’’ Bell in
equality! we consider a weaker Bell-Clauser-Horne~Bell-
CH! inequality as applied to the multiparticle situation.

Our second regime of interest is that of higher outp
signal/idler intensity, where many photons fall incident
the measurement apparatus. We present a proposal for a
lation of a Bell inequality, where one measures the proba
ity of a range of intensity output through the polarizer. T
application of Bell inequality theorems, and the effect
detection inefficiencies on the violations predicted, to sit
tions where many photons fall on a detector is relevant to
question of whether or not tests of local realism can be c
ducted in the experiments such as those performed
Smitheyet al. @27#. In the Smitheyet al. experiment, corre-
lation of the photon number between two spatially separa
but very intense fields is sufficient to give ‘‘squeezed’’ noi
levels. Previous studies by Banaszek and Wodkiewicz@23#
have demonstrated violations of Bell inequalities to be p
sible for certain measurements for the signal/idler outputs
the parametric amplifier. In these high-flux experiments,
tection losses can be relatively small on a percentage b
as compared to traditional Bell inequality experiments
volving photon counting with low-incident photon number
The exact sensitivity of the violations to loss determines
feasibility of a multiparticle, no-loophole violation of a Be
inequality.

II. DERIVATION OF MULTIPARTICLE BELL
INEQUALITIES

We consider a general situation as depicted in Fig. 1
two pairs of spatially separated fields. The two modes
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location A are denoted by the boson operatorsa1 and a2,
while the two modes at locationB, spatially separated from
A, are denoted by the boson operatorsb1 and b2. One can
measure atA the photon numbersc1

† c1 and c2
† c2 ; and

similarly at B one can measure, simultaneously, the pho
numbersd1

† d1 andd2
† d2 , where

c15a1 cosu1a2 sinu,

c252a1 sinu1a2 cosu,

d15b1 cosf1b2 sinf,

d252b1 sinf1b2 cosf. ~1!

These measurements may be made@6,25# with the use of two
sets of polarizers, to produce the transformed fieldsc1 and
d1 , followed by photodetectors atA andB to determine the
photon numbersc1

† c1 andd1
† d1 , respectively. We note tha

each measurement atA corresponds to a certain choice
parameteru. Similarly a measurement atB corresponds to a
certain choice off. In our final proposal, the fieldsa1 andb1
will be the correlated signal/idler outputs of a single pa
metric amplifier with HamiltonianH5 i\g(a1

†b1
†2a1b1),

while a2 andb2 are the outputs of a second parametric a
plifier with HamiltonianH5 i\g(a2

†b2
†2a2b2).

Let us denote the outcome of the photon number meas
mentsc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 , andd2
† d2 asm, k, m8, andk8,

respectively. We will classify the result of our measureme
made at each ofA and B as one of two possible outcome
For certain outcomesm andk at A we will assign the value
11. ~This choice of outcomes will be specified later.! Oth-
erwise our result is21. Similarly atB, certain valuesm8 and
k8 are classified as result11, while all other outcomes are
designated21. This binary classification of the results of th
measurement is chosen to allow an easy application of B
theorem.

To establish Bell’s result, one considers joint measu
ments where the photon numbersc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , and

d1
† d1 , d2

† d2 are measured simultaneously at the spatia
separated locationsA and B, respectively. A joint measure
ment will give one of four outcomes,11 or 21 for each
particle. By performing many such measurements over
ensemble, one can experimentally determine the followi
P11

AB (u,f) the probability of obtaining11 for particle A

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangemen
test the Bell inequality. Herem, k, and m8k8 are the results of
measurement ofc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 , and d2
† d2 , respectively.

Binary outcomes11 and21 are defined and we measure joint a
marginal probabilitiesP11

AB (u,f), P1
A (u), and P1

B (f) for obtain-
ing 11.
1-2
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and11 for particleB upon simultaneous measurement w
u at A and f at B; P1

A (u) the marginal probability for
obtaining the result11 upon measurement withu at A; and
P1

B (f) the marginal probability of obtaining the result11
upon measurement withf at B.

Assuming a general local hidden variable theory then,
can write the measured probabilities as follows:

P1
A ~u!5E r~l!p1

A ~u,l!dl. ~2!

The probability of obtaining ‘‘11’’ for Bf
B is

P1
B ~f!5E r~l!p1

B ~f,l!dl. ~3!

The joint probability for obtaining ‘‘11’’ for both of two
simultaneous measurements withu at A andf at B is

P11
AB ~u,f!5E r~l!p1

A ~u,l!p1
B ~f,l!dl. ~4!

Here,u andf denote the choice of measurement at the
cationsA andB, respectively. The independence ofp1

A (u,l)
on f, andp1

B (f,l) on u, follows from the locality assump
tion. The measurement made atB cannot instantaneously in
fluence the system atA.

It is well known @3,4# that one can derive the following
‘‘strong’’ Bell-Clauser-Horne inequality from the assum
tions of local realism made so far:

S5
P11

AB ~u,f!2P11
AB ~u,f8!1P11

AB ~u8,f!1P11
AB ~u8,f8!

P1
A ~u8!1P1

B ~f!

<1. ~5!

For situations that we consider in this paper of more than
outcomes, it is pointed out that other more general forms
Bell inequalities are also possible, and the study of the v
lation of these generalized inequalities@21,22# would be in-
teresting. For our purposes, in this paper, the use of the
ditional Bell-CH inequality, as presented originally in@19#, is
sufficient to demonstrate that violations are possible for m
tiparticle systems.

III. MULTIPARTICLE ‘‘SPIN’’ STATE VIOLATING BELL
INEQUALITIES

Bell inequality violations have been proposed previou
for macroscopic or multiparticle states@17–20,22,24#. Previ-
ous studies by Mermin, Peres, and others have consid
violations by states of arbitrary spinj. There is a formal
equivalence by way of the Schwinger representation
bosonic states ofN52 j photons@24#. For example, we con
sider the followingN particle state:

uwN&5
1

N! ~N11!1/2
~a1

†b1
†1a2

†b2
†!Nu0&u0&, ~6!
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where the boson operatorsa1 and a2 are as in Sec. II and
Fig. 1. This state was presented, and shown to violate lo
realism where each measurement is performed on system
N particles ~where N can be macroscopic!, by Drummond
@19#. We introduce the Schwinger spin operators

Sx
A5~a1a2

†1a1
†a2!/2,

Sy
A5~a1a2

†2a1
†a2!/2i ,

Sz
A5~a2

†a22a1
†a1!/2,

Sx
B5~b1b2

†1b1
†b2!/2,

Sy
B5~b1b2

†2b1
†b2!/2i ,

Sz
B5~b2

†b22b1
†b1!/2. ~7!

The photon number difference measurements at each d
tor corresponds in this formalism to a measurement of
‘‘spin’’ component

Sz
A~2u!5~c1

† c12c2
† c2!/2,

Sz
B~2f!5~d1

† d12d2
† d2!/2, ~8!

as determined by the polarizer angleu or f. Here,Sz
A(2u)

5Sz
A cos 2u1Sx

A sin 2u and Sz
B(2f)5Sz

B cos 2f1Sx
B sin 2f.

The quantum state~6! can be written as

uwN&5
1

~2 j 11!1/2 (
m52 j

1 j

u j ,m&Au j ,m&B , ~9!

whereu j ,m&A and u j ,m&B are the eigenstates ofSA
2 ,Sz

A , and
SB

2 ,Sz
B , respectively, andj 5N/2. The singlet state

uwN&5
1

~2 j 11!1/2 (
m52 j

1 j

~21! j 2mu j ,m&Au j ,2m&B ~10!

studied by previous authors is obtained upon substitutinga1
with 2a1, and interchangingb1 andb2 in the definitions of
Sx

B , Sy
B , andSz

B . The predictions as given in this paper of th
quantum state~6! with measurements~7! and ~8! using par-
ticular u and f will be identical to the predictions of the
singlet state~10! above with measurements~7! and ~8! but
replacingf and u with fspin and uspin where 2fspin52f
1p anduspin52u.

For the purpose of our particular experimental propo
we first demonstrate the failure of multiparticle local realis
for the N states~6! as follows. We choose the following
binary classification of outcomes. If the resultm of the pho-
ton number measurementc1

† c1 is greater than or equal to
certain fractionf of the total photon numberm1k detected at
A, then we have the result11. Otherwise our result is21.
The outcome of a measurement at the locationB is classified
as 11 or 21 in a similar manner. Violations of the Be
inequality ~5! are found for a range of parameters as illu
trated in Fig. 2. Here we have selected the following relat
between the angles:f2u5u82f5f82u85c andf82u
1-3
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53c. This combination has been shown to be optimal for
casesN51 @3,4# and for allN values withf 51 @19#.

It is pointed out that other Bell-type inequality tests wi
multivalued outputs are possible@18,21,22#. Our particular
classification in terms of binary events has been chosen
tially since thef 51 case corresponds to the choice presen
originally @19# which is known to give a strong violation
even for high-particle numbersN, and which would seem
feasible for moderateN values. The violation of the Bel
inequality ~5! is in fact greatest forf 51, where our result
11 atA, for example, corresponds to detecting allN photons
in the c1 mode. While this value off gives the stronges
violation, the actual probability of the11 event in this case
becomes increasingly small asN increases especially if de
tection inefficiencies are to be included as in later calcu
tions. From this point of view, to look for the most feasib
macroscopic experiment, the violations with reducedf be-
come important.

We see that the magnitude of violation decreases w
increasingf, so that the asymptotic value atf 50.5 is 1,
meaning that the violation is lost. This case is interest
since the outcomes here are binned to give two binary
comes that are, in the limit ofN large, effectively macro-
scopically distinct. This is so because the probability
achieving a result of approximately equal photon numb
(m'k, m8'k8) becomes negligible. In this limit of a
truly macroscopic experiment with macroscopically distin
outcomes, the violation of the Bell inequality is lost.

IV. EFFECT OF DETECTION INEFFICIENCIES:
DERIVATION OF A WEAKER BELL INEQUALITY

The effect of loss through detection inefficiency is impo
tant, since this limits the experimental feasibility of a test
the Bell inequality. To date to our knowledge the ‘‘strong

FIG. 2. Plot ofS showing violation of the Bell inequality~5!
@and Eq.~16!# versusN for the quantum state~6!, using the arrange-
ment depicted in Fig. 1. Our outcome atA is designated11 if m
> f N, and11 for B if m8> f N, wheref is a preselected fraction
The results are optimized with respect to the anglec as defined in
the text. A violation is obtained whenS.1. For f 51, the optimal
angle c is 0.39,3.4,0.22,0.19, and 3.1 forN51,2,3,4, and 80 re-
spectively. Results for values off 50.52x are identical to those for
f 50.51x.
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inequality of the type~5! has not yet been violated@4# in any
experiment involving photodetection, because of the de
tion inefficiencies which occur in photon counting expe
ments, although recent experiments by Roweet al. @6# vio-
late a true Bell inequality for trapped ions, with limite
spatial separation.

It is well documented@3,4# that it is possible to derive
with the assumption of additional premises, a weaker form
the Bell-Clauser-Horne inequalities which have been v
lated in single photon counting experiments. Before proce
ing to derive a ‘‘weak’’ Bell inequality for multiparticle de-
tection, we outline the effect of detection inefficiencies
the violation, as shown in Fig. 2, of the strong Bell inequal
~5!.

We introduce a transmission parameterT, defining T as
the probability that a single incoming photon will be d
tected, the intensity of the incoming field being reduced
the factorT. T is directly related to the detector efficiencyh
according toT5h2. We model loss in the standard way b
considering the measured field to be the transmitted outpu
an imaginary beam splitter with the input being the act
quantum field incident on the detector. The second inpu
the imaginary beam splitter is a vacuum field. Calculati
the probabilities of this measured field is equivalent to us
standard photocounting formulas which incorporate det
tion inefficiencies.

The following expression gives the final measured pro
ability P(m,k,m8,k8) for obtaining resultsm,k,m8,k8 upon
measurement ofc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , and d1

† d1 , d2
† d2 , re-

spectively. HerePQ(m0 ,k0 ,m08 ,k08) is the quantum probabil-
ity for obtaining m0 ,k0 ,m08 ,k08 photons, upon measureme
of c1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , and d1

† d1 , d2
† d2 , in the absence of

detection losses. This quantum probability is derivable fr
Eq. ~6!:

P~m,k,m8,k8!5Tm1k1m81k8 (
r ,q,s,t50

`

~12T!r 1q1s1t

3Cr
m1rCq

k1qCs
m81sCt

k81t

3PQ~m1r ,k1q,m81s,k81t !. ~11!

Here,Cr
m1r5(m1r )!/ r !m!, and r ,q,s,t represent the num

ber of photons lost. We also consider the measured marg
probability,

PA~m,k!5Tm1k (
r ,q50

`

~12T!r 1qCr
m1rCq

k1q

3PQ
A~m1r ,k1q!, ~12!

where PQ
A(m1r ,k1q) represents the quantum probabili

for obtaining m0 ,k0 photons upon measurement ofc1
† c1

andc2
† c2 in the absence of detection losses. This margi

quantum probability is derivable from Eq.~6!.
With loss present there is a distinction between our ac

quantum photon numberm0 present on the detectors, and th
final readout photon numberm, which is taken to be the
result of the photon number measurement.~We must have
1-4
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m<m0). Therefore a number of quantum probabilities w
contribute in the calculation for the final measured proba
ity. This complicating effect may be avoided in the followin
manner. The outcome atA is labeled11 only if m> f N and
m1k5N; and atB if m8> f N andm81k85N. For N pho-
tons detected at each locationA or B, we are restricted to the
outcomes satisfyingm1k5m81k85N where loss has no
occurred, for the given initial quantum stateuwN&. In this
situation we get for the measured probabilities~11!

P~m,N2m,m8,N2m8!5T2NPQ~m,N2m,m8,N2m8!
~13!

and for the marginal

PA~m,N2m!5TNPQ
A~m,N2m!. ~14!

Here, PQ(m, N2m, m8, N2m8) is the quantum
probability ~in the absence of loss! that measurement o
c1

† c1 and d1
† d1 , for the stateuwN& of Eq. ~6!, will give

resultsm and m8, respectively. This quantum probability
calculated from the quantum amplitudesCm,m8

(N)

5^wNum&uum8&f , where um&u , um8&f are eigenstates o
c1

† c1 andd1
† d1 , respectively, and is given byPQ(m, N

2m, m8, N2m8)5uCm,m8
(N) u2. The quantum margina

for uwN& is PQ
A(m,N2m)5(m850

N uCm,m8
(N) u2.

The crucial effect of detection losses is that each m
sured joint probability contains the factorT2N where 2N is
the total number of photonsm1k1m81k8 detected. This
implies immediately extreme sensitivity of the multipartic
strong Bell inequality~5! to loss, since this inequality in
volves the marginal which scales asTN. In the presence o
lossT, the predicted value forS @required to test the stron
Bell inequality~5!# is TNS0 whereS0 is the value ‘‘S’’ for wN
in the absence of loss as given graphically in Fig. 2. It is s
then that we requireT to be;(1/S0)1/N or larger in order to
obtain the violations of the no loophole inequalities~5!. For
N52S051.18, and this requires at leastT.A1/1.1850.92.
This figure is at the limits of current technology, and co
pares with the requirementT.0.83 forN51.

We now derive a multiparticle form of the weaker in
equality so that we can also examine situations of signific
detection loss. The result atA is 11 if the number of pho-
tonsm detected atc1 is f N or more, and if the total numbe
of photons m1k detected at A satisfies m1k
5N; p1

A (u,l) is the probability of this event given th
hidden variable descriptionl. We define a probability,
p1

A (2,l), that the total photon numberm1k ~at locationA)
is N, given that the system is described by the hidden v
ablesl. This total probability is then assumed to be indepe
dent of the choice of polarizer angleu at A. Similarly we
define ap1

B (2,l), the probability that the total number o
photonsm81k8 at B is N. This total probability is then as
sumed to be independent of the polarizer anglef at B. We
postulate as an additional premise that the hidden vari
theories will satisfy

p1
A ~u,l!<p1

A ~2,l!,
03380
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p1
B ~f,l!<p1

B ~2,l!. ~15!

Using the procedure and theorems of the previous work
Clauser and Horne@4# one may derive from the postulate o
local hidden variables and assumption~15! the following
‘‘weak’’ Clauser-Horne-Bell inequality, where the margina
are replaced by ‘‘one-sided’’ joint probabilities. Violation o
this ‘‘weaker’’ Bell-CH inequality will only eliminate local
hidden variable theories satisfying the auxiliary~‘‘no en-
hancement’’! assumption~15!.

SW5
P11

AB ~u,f!2P11
AB ~u,f8!1P11

AB ~u8,f!1P11
AB ~u8,f8!

P11
AB ~u8,2 !1P11

AB ~2,f!

<1. ~16!

Here we have defined ‘‘one-sided’’ experimental joint pro
abilities as follows:P11

AB (u8,2) is the joint probability of
obtaining11 at A, with the polarizer atA set atu8, and of
obtaining a total ofm81k85N photons atB. The joint prob-
ability P11

AB (2,f) is the probability of obtaining a total o
m1k5N photons atA, and of obtaining11 at B, with the
polarizer atB set atf.

For the situation where the detected probabilities
taken to be the quantum probabilities calculated direc
from Eq. ~6!, so that we are ignoring additional losses a
noise which may come from the detection and measurem
process, we have the same result for the weak and st
inequalities~5! and ~16!.

Now to consider detection losses, we notice that the d
rimental effect of theT-scaling apparent in Eq.~11! is re-
moved by considering the weaker inequality, in which t
marginal is replaced by the one-sided joint probability. T
quantum predictions for the one-sided probabilities are
example

P11
AB ~u8,2 !5 (

m> f N

N

(
m850

N

P~m,N2m,m8,N2m8!

5T2NPQ
A~m,N2m!, ~17!

which we see from Eq.~13! is proportional toT2N. Noting
that PQ(m,N2m) is precisely the quantum marginal prob
ability used in the strong inequality, we see that our pred
tions then for the violation of the weak inequality for th
state ~6! are as shown for the strong inequality in Fig.
@meaning that the value forSW of Eq. ~16! being given by the
value ofS as shown in Fig. 2#.

To summarize then, to perform the Bell test in a practi
situation where detection situations are present, but wh
we use as the input the quantum state~6!, our apparatus is as
depicted in Fig. 1. We classify our outcome to be11 atA if
m> f N and alsom1k5N; and11 atB if m8> f N and also
m81k85N. A violation of the no-loophole Bell inequality
~5! is possible only for high-detector efficienciesT5h2. Vio-
lations of the weak inequality~16! ~which involves an addi-
tional auxiliary assumption and therefore admits a loopho!
1-5
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however are still predicted, even with significant detec
loss, the predictions being as given by Fig. 2, but replacinS
with SW .

V. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO DETECT VIOLATION
OF MULTIPARTICLE BELL INEQUALITY USING

PARAMETRIC DOWN-CONVERSION WITH AND
WITHOUT ENTANGLED INPUTS

The prediction by quantum mechanics of the violation
a Bell inequality for the largerN states~6! has not been
tested experimentally. For this reason we investigate h
one may achieve related violations of Bell inequalities us
parametric down-conversion. Previous work@24# has shown
how such violations are possible in the regime of low amp
fication, but this work was limited to situations of very low
detection efficiencies.

We model the parametric down conversion by the Ham
tonian

H5 i\g~a1
†b1

†1a2
†b2

†!2 i\g~a1b11a2b2!. ~18!

Here, we consider two parametric processes to make a f
mode interaction@25#, as may be achieved using two par
metric amplifiers with HamiltoniansH5 i\g(a1

†b1
†2a1b1)

andH5 i\g(a2
†b2

†2a2b2). The two outputsa1 ,a2 are input
to the polarizeru at A, while the two outputsb1 ,b2 are input
to the polarizerf at B. The time-dependent solution for th
parametric process with vacuum inputs is

uw&5 (
N50

`

cNuwN&, ~19!

where cN5A(N11)GN/C̃2 where C̃[coshr,S̃[sinhr, G

[S̃/C̃, and ‘‘gain’’: r 5gt. The probability that a total ofN
photons are detected at each locationA andB is thenP(n)
5ucNu2 as plotted in Fig. 3.

The validity of the state~19!, on which the predictions are
based, depends on how well the Hamiltonian~18! describes
the real parametric amplifier. While the model has been s
cessful in predicting violations of weak Bell-CH inequalitie
for N51, a chief limitation is the omission of absorption
loss which occurs in addition to the detector inefficienci

FIG. 3. Plot of P(N)5ucNu2 the probability that a total ofN
photons will be detected at each polarizer location.
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The effect of asymmetric absorption on each mode will be
degrade the violation of the strong Bell inequalities, thou
we would expect the violation of the weaker Bell-CH in
equalities to be less affected.

Of interest to us is the parametric output with the follow
ing polarization-entangled state as input:

uw& in5
1

A2
~ u1&a1

u1&b1
u0&a2

u0&b2
1u0&a1

u0&b1
u1&a2

u1&b2
).

~20!

This represents an example of the quantum-injected op
parametric amplifier realized experimentally by De Mart
et al. @26#. The active nonlinear medium realizing the inte
action~18! was a 2 mm BBO~beta-barium-borate! nonlinear
crystal slab excited by a pulsed optical UV beam with wav
length lp5345 nm. The duration of each UV excitatio
pulses was 150 f sec and the average UV power was 0.3
The UV beam was second-harmonic generation generate
a mode-locked femtosecond Ti:Sa laser~Coherent MIRA!
optionally amplified by a high-power Ti:Sa regenerative a
plifier ~Coherent REGA9000!. The pulse repetition rate wa
76.106 and 3.105 Hz, respectively, in absence and in pre
ence of the regenerative amplification. The maximum O
‘‘gain’’ obtained by the apparatus was:r'0.3 andr'5.1,
respectively, in absence and in presence of the laser am
cation. These figures lead, respectively, to the following v
ues of the parameters:C̃51.04, G50.29, andC̃582, G
'1. The typical quantum efficiency of the detectors was
the range:h2'0.420.6. The final output state generated
this apparatus is expressed by the multiparticle entang
state ~19! but where cN5@A(N11)GN/C̃2#3@(N
22S̃2)/(A2GC̃2)#. The probability of ann photon output at
each locationA and B is then given byP(n)5ucnu2 as is
plotted in Fig. 4, for variousr.

There are a number of approaches one can use to d
the quantum violation of the Bell inequalities. The particu
method preferred will depend on the interaction strengtr
and the degree of detection efficiencyh.

We propose here first the following experiment maki
use of the double-channeled polarizers to detect the ph
numbers of both orthogonal polarizations. This will allow th
‘‘selection’’ of a specified spin stateuwN& and the observation

FIG. 4. Plot of P(N)5ucNu2 the probability that a total ofN
photons will be detected at each polarizer location, for the
tangled state input.
1-6
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of the violation predicted in Fig. 2 for the strong or wea
Bell inequalities. The experimental arrangement is as
picted in Fig. 1 but where the quantum source is that giv
by Eq. ~19!. Specifically we detect at locationsA andB the
photon numbersc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 , and d2
† d2 , where

c1, c2, d1, d2 are given by Eq.~1!, and label the resultsm,
k, m8, and k8, respectively. Our outcome is11 at A if m
5N andm1k5N; and11 at B if m85N andm81k85N.
We measureP11

AB (u,f) and, if testing the no-loophole Be
inequality~5!, the marginal probabilitiesP1

A (u) andP1
B (f).

If testing the weaker Bell inequality~16!, measurement is
made of one-sided joint probabilitiesP1

A (u,2) and P1
B

(2,f). We will show that a violation of the strong~no
auxiliary-assumptions! Bell inequality is possible only for
high T5h2 ~Fig. 5!. The predicted violations of a weak in
equality~16! will also be calculated and results are shown
Fig. 6.

The calculation ofSas defined in Eq.~5! for the paramet-
ric amplifier state proceeds in a straightforward manner.
define in generalPQ(m,k,m8,k8) as the probability of de-

FIG. 5. Effect, for various parametric couplingr, of detection
inefficiencies on the violation of the strong Bell inequality~5!, for
the scheme depicted in Fig. 1 withN52. HereT models detector
losses,T being the relative fraction of photons incident on ea
detector that are actually detected. The optimal anglec for N52 is
;3.41. The curves labeled ‘‘ent’’ represent predictions for the
tangled input state.

FIG. 6. Effect of detection inefficiencies on the violation of th
weak Bell inequality~16!, for the scheme depicted in Fig. 1 whe
N52. Here,T represents detector losses,T being the relative frac-
tion of incident photons actually detected. The optimal anglec for
N52 is ;3.41. The curves labeled ‘‘ent’’ are predictions for th
entangled input state.
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n

e

tecting m,k,m8,k8 photons upon measurements ofc1
† c1 ,

c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 , and d2
† d2 , respectively, in the absence o

loss. Form1k5m81k85N, we have

PQ~m,N2m,m8,N2m8!5ucNu2uCm,m8
(N) u2. ~21!

ucNu2 is defined in Eq.~19!, and uCm,m8
(N) u2 is the probability

that measurement ofc1
† c1 and d1

† d1 for the stateuwN&
givesm andm8, respectively. Our required probabilities a
then given as follows P11

AB (u,f)5PQ(N,0,N,0)
5ucNu2uCN,N

(N) u2 and P1
A (u)5(m850

` PQ(N,0,m8,N2m8)
5(m850

` ucNu2uCN,m8
(N) u2. The detection ofm1k5N at A is

correlated withm81k85N at B. Immediately then it is ap-
parent that the factorsucNu2 in the joint and marginal prob-
abilities in the final form of the Bell parameterS for the
strong inequality~5! will cancel. The predictions for the vio
lation of Eq.~5!, in the absence of loss, are as for the ide
spin stateuwN&. It is important to realize however that th
actual probability of obtaining the event11 is different in
the parametric case, this probability being weighted byucNu2,
the probability of detectingm1k5N, that N photons are
incident on each polarizer. While the joint probabilities a
small, so is the true marginal, and we have a predicted
lation of the strong Bell-Clauser-Horne inequality~5!, with-
out auxiliary assumptions.

The probabilitiesPQ(m,k,m8,k8) of Eq. ~19! depend
only on the angle differencef2u. We select the angle
choicef2u5u82f5f82u85c and f82u53c in line
with previous work@19,24# with the statesuwN&.

Our first objective would be to detect violations of th
inequality for relatively lowN, N52 say. The choice of
r;1 gives the maximum probability of obtaining an eve
where m1k52, althoughr;0.5 would give a reasonabl
probability. For the optimal choice of anglec ~Fig. 2! the
probability of an actual event11 for N52 and r;0.5 is
;0.01. For perfect detection efficiency the level of violatio
is given byS51.181 as indicated in Fig. 2.

We now need to consider the effect of detection ine
ciencies. Our measured probabilities for obtaini
m,k,m8,k8 at each detector are given by Eq.~11! where now
the quantum probabilities are calculated from Eq.~19!. We
note that with the restrictionm1k5m81k85N, and m
5N we get

P~N,0,m8,N2m8!

5T2N (
r ,q,s,t50

`

~12T!r 1q1s1tCr
N1rCs

m81s

3Ct
N2m81tPQ~N1r ,q,m81s,N2m81t !, ~22!

where from Eq.~21! we have

PQ~N1r ,q,m81s,N2m81t !

5d@r 1q2~s1t !#ucN0
u2uC

N1r ,m81s

(N0?) u2, ~23!

-

1-7
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whereN05N1r 1q5N1s1t. We note that for the quan
tum state~21! we require for nonzero probabilitiesr 1q5s
1t. The required joint probabilityP11

AB (u,f) becomes
P11

AB (u,f)5P(N,0,N,0). The marginal probabilities neede
for the strong Bell inequality~5! become for example
P1

A (u)5PA(N,0) where

PA~N,0!5TN (
r ,q50

`

~12T!r 1qCr
N1r PQ

A~N1r ,q!, ~24!

and

PQ
A~N1r ,q!5 (

m850

`

ucN0
u2uC

N1r ,m8

(N0?) u2, ~25!

whereN05N1r 1q.
Figure 5 reveals the effect on the violation of the stro

Bell inequality, for variousr, and forN52. For the reasons
discussed in the previous section, because the marginal p
ability scales asTN while the joint probabilities scale asT2N,
the violation is lost for small detection loss.

To propose an experiment achievable with current de
tor efficiencies, we consider an appropriate weak Bell
equality. We define the joint probabilityP11

AB (u,f) of ob-
taining m5N and m1k5N at A, and m85N and m81k8
5N at B. We define the joint one-sided probabilit
P11

AB (u,2) of obtainingm5N andm1k5N, and a total of
m81k85N photons atB. The one-sided probabilityP11

AB

(2,f) is defined similarly. The auxiliary assumptions a
made that for a hidden variable descriptionl, the probability
p1

A (u,l) of obtaining m5N and m1k5N, and the prob-
ability p1

A (2,l) of obtainingm1k5N alone, satisfy

p1
A ~u,l!<p1

A ~2,l!. ~26!

Also we assumep1
A (2,l) is independent ofu. Similar as-

sumptions are made forp1
B (f,l) andp1

B (2,l). With these
assumptions the weaker inequality~16! is derivable. The
one-sided probability used in the test of the weak inequa
~16! is given byP11

AB (u,2)5PAB(N,0;2) where

PAB~N,0;2 !5 (
m850

N

P~N,0,m8,N2m8!. ~27!

With a total ofN photons detected at both locationsA andB,
we ensure all probabilities scale asT2N.

The existence of the higher spin statesuwM&, whereM
.N, in the parametric output means that detector ineffici
cies alter the violation of even the weak Bell inequality. F
ure 6 illustrates the effect of detection inefficiencies on
violation of the weak inequalities~16!, the effect being more
significant for higherr values where the statesuwM&, where
M.N, contribute more significantly. Smallerr values suffer
the disadvantage however that the probability of an ac
event11 becomes small due to the small probability ofN
52 photons actually being incident on the polarizer. T
sensitivity of the violations to loss is not so great that t
experiment would be impossible forr;0.5.
03380
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A point to be made concerns the alternative situation o
one-channeled polarizer where only the photon numbem
andm8 can be detected. Here, the prediction is different d
to the contribution of theN11 spin state which can contrib
ute anm5N event ~with k51) potentially decreasing the
violation of the inequality.

VI. PROPOSED EXPERIMENT TO DETECT VIOLATION
OF BELL INEQUALITY USING HIGH-FLUX

PARAMETRIC DOWN -CONVERSION

As one increases the output intensities of the parame
device, the actual probability of detectingN photons trans-
mitted through our polarizer decreases. In other words
probability of detecting the event11, described in the las
section, becomes smaller. To combat this we propose in
section that our outcome be a range of photon number
ues. Here we are interested in the regime of high amplifi
tion @27# where the output fluxes of signal and idler are hig
and where one can use highly efficient photodiode detect

We now propose the following experiment. We detect
locationsA andB the photon numbersc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 ,
andd2

† d2 , wherec1, c2, d1, d2 are given by Eq.~1!. The
mean photon number incident on each polarizer isxm
5^c1

† c1&1^c2
† c2&5^d1

† d1&1^d2
† d2& where xm

52 sinh2(r ). We denote the result forc1
† c1 andc2

† c2 at A
by m andk, respectively, and the results ofd1

† d1 andd2
† d2

at B by m8 andk8, respectively~Fig. 1!. We defineXM to be
the integer nearest in value to the meanxm. We designate the
result of the measurement atA to be 11 if our measured
resultsm and k satisfy m>XM and alsoXM<m1k<XM
1D. Otherwise our result is21. Similarly, we define the
result atB to be 11 if m8>XM and XM<m81k8<XM
1D.

By performing many such measurements over an
semble, one can experimentally determine the followin
P11

AB (u,f) the probability of obtaining11 atA and11 atB
upon simultaneous measurement withu at A and f at
B; P1

A (u) the marginal probability for obtaining the resu
11 upon measurement withu at A; andP1

B (f) the marginal
probability of obtaining the result11 upon measuremen
with f at B.

Local hidden variables will predict, as discussed in S
II, the strong Bell inequality~5!. We defineP(m,k,m8,k8) as
the probability of detectingm, k, m8, and k8 photons for
measurements ofc1

† c1 , c2
† c2 , d1

† d1 , andd2
† d2 , respec-

tively. The probability of resultsm andk upon measuremen
of c1

† c1 and c2
† c2 is defined asPA(m,k). We have in the

absence of loss, wherem1k5m81k85N is ensured,

P~m,N2m,m8,N2m8!5ucNu2uCm,m8
(N) u2,

PA~m,N2m!5 (
m850

N

ucNu2uCm,m8
(N) u2, ~28!

where all other probabilities are zero. Here,ucNu2 is defined
in Eq. ~19!, anduCm,m8

(N) u2 is the probability that measuremen
of c1

† c1 and d1
† d1 for the stateuwN& gives m and m8, re-
1-8
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spectively, with no loss. The probabilityP(m,m8) of getting
m andm8 for c1

† c1 andd1
† d1 , respectively, while the tota

m1k is restricted toXM<m1k<XM1D, andm1k5m8
1k8 is restricted toXM<m81k8<XM1D, is given gener-
ally as

PAB~m,m8!5 (
k5XM2m

XM1D2m

(
k85XM2m8

XM1D2m8

P~m,k,m8,k8!.

~29!

The corresponding marginal probability is

PA~m!5 (
k5XM2m

XM1D2m

PA~m,k!. ~30!

Our required probabilities are then given as follows:

P11
AB ~u,f!5 (

m,m85XM

XM1D

PAB~m,m8! ~31!

and for the marginal

P1
A ~u!5 (

m5XM

XM1D

PA~m!. ~32!

For the purpose of a weaker Bell inequality we also defin
one-sided probability

P11
AB ~u,2 !5 (

m5XM

XM1D

(
m850

XM1D

PAB~m,m8!. ~33!

The probabilitiesP(m,k,m8,k8) depend only on the angl
differencef2u. We select the angle choicef2u5u82f
5f82u85c and f82u53c in line with previous work
@3,19# with the statesuwN&.

Results forS, optimizing c to give maximumS, are pre-
sented in the Fig. 7. With the choiceD50, we will get only
one of theuwN& contributing. The results forS will be iden-
tical @19# to that obtained for theuwXM& state, where a clea

FIG. 7. Plot of violation of the strong Bell inequality where w
designate the result of the measurement atA to be11 if our mea-
sured resultsm and k satisfy m>XM and alsoXM2D<m1k
<XM1D. Otherwise our result is21. Similarly we define the
result atB to be11 if m8>XM andXM<m81k8<XM1D. For
r 51.65 we haveXM513 and forr 51.95,XM524.
03380
a

violation of the Bell inequality~5! is obtained even for very
largeN5XM. The difficulty with such a situation howeve
is that in the regime of higherr ~where greater signal inten
sities are generated!, the probability that the total numbe
m1k of photonsc1

† c11c2
† c2 is precisely this fixed numbe

is very small, making the probability of our11 outcome
tiny. We are more interested in situations where the inten
on the detectors is large but also where the probability t
XM<m1k<XM1D is significant. This is achieved by in
creasing the rangeD. Violations of the Bell inequality are
still possible (S>1) but the degree of violation is reduce
the limiting value for largeD approaching 1 asXM in-
creases.

The sensitivity to loss can be evaluated by calculating
Eq. ~29! @and in the equations for the marginal probabiliti
such asPA(m)# the measured probabilitiesP(m,k,m8,k8)
and PA(m,k) as given by Eqs.~11! and ~12!. The effect on
the violation of the no-loophole Bell inequality~5! is given
in Figs. 8 and 9. Sensitivity is strong for lowD but decreases
as the rangeD increases. This provides a potential oppor
nity to test a strong no-auxiliary multiparticle Bell inequali
for lower detector inefficiencies than indicated by theD50
regime discussed in the previous section.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a proposal to test the prediction
quantum mechanics against those of local hidden varia

FIG. 8. Plot of the effect of detection losses on the violation
the no-loophole Bell inequality test~5! as explained in Fig. 7 above
Here,r 51.65 we haveXM513.

FIG. 9. Plot of the effect of detection losses on the violation
the no-loophole Bell inequality test~5! as explained in Fig. 7 above
Here,r 50.9 we haveXM52.
1-9
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theories for multiparticle entangled states generated us
parametric down conversion, where measurement is mad
systems of more than one particle. A calculation is given
the detector efficiencies required to test directly the ‘‘n
loophole’’multiparticle Bell inequality. In view of the limita-
tion of current detector efficiencies, it is necessary to c
sider initially tests of a ‘‘weaker’’ Bell inequality derived
with additional auxiliary assumptions, and to therefore e
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tend previous such derivations to the multiparticle situat
we consider here.
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